PRESS-RELEASE

RUSSIAN INTERNATIONAL ENERGY FORUM will take place in the season of “white nights”.
Current issues of energy efficiency, energy saving and innovative methods will be discussed at the
second RUSSIAN INTERNATIONAL ENERGY FORUM on June 17–20, 2014 in the exhibition complex
«LENEXPO». The largest international specialized exhibition «ENERGETIKA and ELEKTROTECHNIKA»
will demonstrate the practical application of discussing issues.
In 2014 the FORUM will focus on finding a balance between the interests of producers and
consumers for the smooth and reliable power supply, reducing energy intensity of GDP, increasing rates of
economic and social development in Russia. In addition, in the framework of the Forum where the
representatives of Ministry of Energy of Russian Federation will take part in the RUSSIAN
INTERNATIONAL ENERGY FORUM, the leading players of the energy complex of Russia will
concentrate their attention on the issues of modernization of energy-efficient infrastructure, investments
attraction to power engineering, the rate regulation, the energy-efficient and energy-saving technologies,
human resourcing of the industry. The issue of the development of the regional energetic, housing and
community services will be also raised on the agenda of the FORUM.
General partner of the forum traditionally will be "Gazprom energy holding", including subsidiary
companies, such as “TGC-1 JSC” “OGC-2 JSC”, «Moec JSC» and «Моsenergo JSC».
International specialized exhibition «ENERGETIKA and ELEKTROTECHNIKA» for the 21st time,
will unite all leading manufacturers of power industry, suppliers of equipment and services for heat,
electricity, hydro power station, electro- and heating systems. More than 100 companies from Russia,
Belorussia, Czech Republic, Italy and Turkey have already confirmed their participation.
The number of exhibitors of the EXHIBITION is constantly expanding. At the EXHIBITION in
2014 the company “Elfox” will present lighting production of the brand «Uniel» and «Center
obespecheniya, Ltd», the main distributer of Italian company Trafos in Russia and CIS, will demonstrate
cable and wire products.
New foreign companies of the EXHIBITION, such as Turkish company Ulusoy Elektrik and Italian
company LAE S.r.L will demonstrate full range of electric equipment, from transformers to monoblocks and
automatic equipment for power energy industry accordingly.
RUSSIAN INTERNATIONAL ENERGY FORUM not only provides opportunity to learn about all
advanced technologies, to discuss sore problems of industry and share experience, but also provides the
chance to establish business contacts through the on-line appointment system and enhance international
cooperation and promoting Russian companies on the world energy market.

FORUM:
+7 812 240-40-40 ext. 213
www.rief.expoforum.ru/en

EXHIBITION:
+7 812 240-40-40 ext. 154, 160
www.energetika.expoforum.ru/en

